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Outline
Introduction: Beam - HOM interaction
Important parameters based on different studies (SPL, SNS, ESS)
choice of the cavities‘s geometrical beta
mode frequency spread
resonances
Power dissipation due to HOMs - probably more critical than the 
beam dynamics
Conclusions
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Effects of HOMs
5.3.3DHOMANALYSIS63
Figure5.2:Cutalongthebeamaxisinthe3Dsimulationmodelofthemediumβ
cavityincludingtheFPCbutnoHOMcouplers.Thebeamaxisisindicatedbythe
redline.
Figure5.3:Cutalongthebeamaxisinthe3Dsimulationmodelofthehighβ
cavityincludingtheFPCbutnoHOMcouplers.Thebeamaxisisindicatedbythe
redline.
50ΩandprovideaQex=1.2·106fortheacceleratingmode.Itisconnectedto
awaveguide.ThisportismodelledwithawaveguideportinMWSandalump
circuitinHFSS.TheresultingfrequenciesandQexarelistedinTable5.4.2D
Superfishresultswithoutafundamentalpowercouplerareaddedforcomparison.
ThefrequenciesfoundwithHFSSarealwayshigherthantheonesfoundwith
MWS.Incaseoftheβg=1cavitythedifferenceisonlyabout200kHzandthe
resultsagreeverywellwiththe2Dsimulations,wherethedeviationisthesame
orderofmagnitudeascomparingthe3Dresults.Intheβg=0.65cavitythe
differencesareslightlyhigher,butstillbelow1MHz.Comparingthevalueswith
Superfishsimulations,thereisagoodgeneralagreementwiththeMWSresults,
buttheHFSSvaluesareallabout500kHzhigher.LookingattheQexvalues,the
maximumdifference(|(Qex,MWS,n−Qex,HFSS,n)/(Qex,HFSS,n)|)fortheβg=1cavity
isonly∼4%,butupto13%fortheβg=0.65cavity.
The(R/Q)(β)dependencyofthemodesintheusedβrange,basedonthe
MWSsimulationresults,isshowninFigure5.4.OnlytheTM010,4/5pimodehas
Monopole modes:
Acceleration / Deceleration
Multipole modes:
Defle tion
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Higher Order Modes - My Definition
All modes beside the accelerating one
Typically the accelerating mode is the TM010,π - hence, there are modes 
below this mode in a multi-cell cavity 
Divide into monopole, dipole, ... according to the field profile
Focus on monopole modes :
Protons travel with β<1 ➜ more sensitive to errors in longitudinal plane
Deflecting forces less efficient due to higher mass compared to electrons
Accelerator length small compared to planed e± colliders - influence of 
deflecting modes increases with the linac length 
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Mode characterization
Type: TE, TM,...
Frequency fn
Quality factor Q0,n
Damping Qex,n, QL
R/Q(β)n:
Monopoles: 
Dipoles:
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TABLE II. Cavity design parameters.
Parameter medium β high β
Cells 5 5
Frequency [MHz] 704.4 704.4
Geometrical beta βg 0.65 1.0
R/Q(βg) [Ω] 320 560
Design gradient E0T (βg) [MV/m] 19 25
Q0 5.8 · 109 8.4 · 109
beam
axis
11.45 m
12.25 m
SC quadrupole SC 5-cell cavity
FIG. 1. (Colour:) Period layout in the medium beta section.
Based on the simulation results, HOM damping re-
quirements for different operation modes can be defined
afterwards.
II. BEAM PHYSICS
In this section a brief summary is given of the basics of
higher order mode excitation and beam interaction based
on [8, 15–17]. For simplification, a complex notation
for the voltage is used. By convention, the observable
physical quantities are real and the sign of the imaginary
phase is positive (exp (+iωt)). Compared to the consid-
ered HOM wavelength, the bunch length in the SPL is
very short, meaning that bunches can be treated as point-
like charges. The coordinate system is chosen such that
the beam travels always along the z-axis (beam axis) in
positive direction. The electrical z-axis in the cavity is
assumed to be identical with the geometrical z-axis.
A point charge travelling along the beam axis excites
all monopole modes inside a cavity. Since all modes are
orthogonal to each other, they can be discussed sepa-
rately. The mode specific voltage induced by a point
beam
axis
14.26 m
15.06 m
SC quadrupole SC 5-cell cavity
FIG. 2. (Colour:) Period layout in the high beta section.
charge q is
∆Vq,n = −q
ωn
2
(R/Q)n (β) , (1)
where ωn is the angular frequency of the mode and β is
the relativistic factor of the particle velocity. (R/Q)n(β)
of a particulate mode with an angular frequency ωn takes
into account the velocity-dependent transit time factor
and is defined [18] as
(R/Q)n(β) =
∣∣∣∣∣
∞∫
−∞
En,z(r = 0, z) exp
(
iωn zβc
)
dz
∣∣∣∣∣
2
ωnUn
, (2)
where Ez is the field component along the beam axis and
Un the stored energy in the mode. The integration board-
ers are set to infinity to consider also the fields leaking
out of the cavity into the beam pipe.
A bunch passes a cavity, where no fields are present
before, and induce the voltage ∆Vq,n in mode n, which
starts oscillating at t = 0, when the bunch passes the
cavity mid-plane [19]. Due to losses the voltage decays
over time according to
Vn(t) = ∆Vq,n exp (−t/Td,n) exp (iωnt), (3)
where the decay time constant Td,n is defined as
Td,n =
2QL,n
ωn
. (4)
QL,n is the quality factor of the complete system for this
mode. It is the inverse sum of all subsystems
1
QL,n
=
1
Qex,n
+
1
Q0,n
(5)
where Q0,n is the value for the unloaded cavity mode and
Qex,n is the total quality factor of the external loads,
which are the fundamental power coupler, HOM cou-
pler and dampers like bellows. The natural Q0 of a
superconducting cavity is in the order of 1010. So QL
is dominated by Qex and in this paper the simplifica-
tion QL ≈ Qex is made. Qex,n depend on the coupling
efficiency to the particular mode and can vary over sev-
eral orders of magnitude from mode to mode. So-called
trapped modes have most of their stored energy in the
centre cells, which means that they do not or only very
weakly couple to HOM couplers or the power coupler. In
consequence trapped modes have generally a very high
Qex. In this paper the Qex is used as a simulation pa-
rameter and is not calculated from EM simulations for
the particular modes.
The voltage, induced by the next bunch arriving after
the time Tb in the same mode, is added as vector sum to
the voltage already present in the cavity. Under the as-
sumption, that the time between bunches is constant and
there is no charge scatter, the equilibrium HOM voltage
(R/Q)⊥,n(β) =
c2
x20ω
2
n
￿￿￿￿￿ ∞￿−∞ En,z(r = x0, z) exp
￿
iωn
z
βc
￿
dz
￿￿￿￿￿
2
ωnUn
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Mode excitation
Monopole modes
Induced Voltage (fundamental theorem of beam loading)
Exponential voltage decay
Sum over voltage taking into account phase, charge jitter
Half of the induced voltage act back on the same bunch
Dipole modes
Only bunch of axis excite HOM
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charge q is
∆Vq,n = −q
ωn
2
(R/Q)n (β) , (1)
where ωn is the angular frequency of the mode and β is
the relativistic factor of the particle velocity. (R/Q)n(β)
of a particulate mode with an angular frequency ωn takes
into account the velocity-dependent tra sit time fac o
and is defined [18] as
(R/Q)n(β) =
∣∣∣∣∣
∞∫
−∞
En,z(r = 0, z) exp
(
iωn zβc
)
dz
∣∣∣∣∣
2
ωnUn
, (2)
where Ez is the field component along the beam axis and
Un the stored energy in the mode. The integration board-
ers are set to infinity to consider also the fields leaking
out of the cavity into the beam pipe.
A bunch passes a cavity, where no fields are present
before, and induce the voltage ∆Vq,n in mode n, which
starts oscillating at t = 0, when the bunch passes the
cavity mid-plane [19]. Due to losses the voltage decays
over time according to
Vn(t) = ∆Vq,n exp (−t/Td,n) exp (iωnt), (3)
where the decay time constant Td,n is defined as
Td,n =
2QL,n
ωn
. (4)
QL,n is the quality factor of the complete system for this
mode. It is the inverse sum of all subsystems
1
QL,n
=
1
Qex,n
+
1
Q0,n
(5)
where Q0,n is the value for the unloaded cavity mode and
Qex,n is the total quality factor of the external loads,
which are the fundamental power coupler, HOM cou-
pler and dampers like bellows. The natural Q0 of a
superconducting cavity is in the order of 1010. So QL
is dominated by Qex and in this paper the simplifica-
tion QL ≈ Qex is made. Qex,n depend on the coupling
efficiency to the particular mode and can vary over sev-
eral orders of magnitude from mode to mode. So-called
trapped modes have most of their stored energy in the
centre cells, which means that they do not or only very
weakly couple to HOM couplers or the power coupler. In
consequence trapped modes have generally a very high
Qex. In this paper the Qex is used as a simulation pa-
rameter and is not calculated from EM simulations for
the particular modes.
The voltage, induced by the next bunch arriving after
the time Tb in the same mode, is added as vector sum to
the voltage already present in the cavity. Under the as-
sumption, that the time between bunches is constant and
there is no charge scatter, the equilibrium HOM voltage
Td,n =
2QL,n
ωn
≈ 2Qex,n
ωn
∆V⊥,q,n =
1
2
ixq
ω2n
c
(R/Q)⊥,n(β)
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Longitudinal Beam Dynamics
Energy error change in cavity m:
Phase error change in cavity m:
7
78 CHAPTER 6. BEAM DYNAMICS WITH HOMS
where V ∗RF is the maximum accelerating voltage including transit time factor cor-
rection and amplitude errors. φ∗s is the effective operation phase (φ
∗
s = φs +
φRF-Error) of the cavity and ωRFdt is the arrival phase error of the particle. ∆U is
the energy gain of the synchronous particle without RF errors
∆U = qV0 cos(φs) = qE0T (βs)l cos(φs). (6.21)
A charged particle passing the cavity is subject to an additional energy change
caused by an excited HOM (6.16). Summing up all these effects leads to a total
energy error evolution in cavity m of
dEm+1 = dEm + dURF,m + dUn,m (6.22)
where dEm is the energy error in front of the cavity m. This energy error dE
translates into an arrival time error when passing through the drift space between
two cavities
dtm+1 = dtm + (dt/dE)E,m · dEm. (6.23)
The slope depends on the drift length L, the mass m0 and relativistic γ of the
synchronous particle
(dt/dE)E,m = − Lmc · m0c2 · (γ2m − 1)3/2
. (6.24)
The longitudinal beam dynamics along lin c can be fully described by equations
(6.22) and (6.23).
The same model can also be applied in the transverse plane. There transfer
matrices are used to transport the beam from cavity mid-plane to cavity mid-
plane. There the dipole kick is applied and the induced HOM voltage is added to
the already present HOM voltage as for the longitudinal plane.
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the energy gain of the synchronous particle without RF errors
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A charged particle passi the cavity is subject to n additional energy change
caused by an excited HOM (6.16). Summing up all these effects leads to a total
energy error evolution in cavity m of
dEm+1 = dEm + dURF,m + dUn,m (6.22)
where dEm is the energy error in front of the cavity m. This energy error dE
translates into an arrival time error when passing through the drift space between
two cavities
dtm+1 = dtm + (dt/dE)E,m · dEm. (6.23)
Th slope depends on the drift length L, the mass m0 and relativistic γ of the
synchronous particle
(dt/ E)E,m = − Lmc · m0c2 · (γ2m − 1)3/2
. (6.24)
The longitudinal beam dynamics along a linac can be fully described by equations
(6.22) and (6.23).
The same model can also be applied in the transverse plane. There transfer
matrices are used to transport the beam from cavity id-plane to cavity mid-
plane. There the dipole kick is applied and the induced HOM voltage is added to
the already present HOM voltage s for the lo gitudinal plane.
∆Um = qV0,m cos(φs,m)dURF,m = qV
∗
RF,m · cos(φ∗s,m + ωRFdtm)−∆Um
dUn,m = q
￿
￿(Vn,m) cos(ωn,mdtm)−￿(Vn,m) sin(ωn,mdtm) + 1
2
∆Vq,n,m
￿
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Transverse Beam Dynamics
Transfer Matrix between cavities:
Bunch induce a imaginary voltage:
 HOM kicks bunch/particle - momentum change:
8
∆V⊥ = ixq
ω2
c
(R/Q)⊥
∆x￿ =
e￿(V⊥)
c · p￿
￿
xm+1
x￿m+1
￿
=
￿
cos (L/β) β sin (L/β)
− 1β sin (L/β) cos (L/β)
￿
·
￿
xm
x￿m
￿
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Simulation of higher order mode 
Dynamics (SMD)
One HOM per cavity (monopole or dipole)
Gaussian HOM frequency distribution 
R/Q(βbeam) 
Set global Qex (Damping)
f1
R/Q(β1)
Qex
f2
R/Q(β2)
Qex
f3
R/Q(β3)
Qex
fn
R/Q(βn)
Qex
...
Pulse
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Simulation of higher order mode 
Dynamics (SMD)
One HOM per cavity (monopole or dipole)
Gaussian HOM frequency distribution 
R/Q(βbeam) 
Set global Qex (Damping)
f1
R/Q(β1)
Qex
f2
R/Q(β2)
Qex
f3
R/Q(β3)
Qex
fn
R/Q(βn)
Qex
...
Pulse
➡ Load HOM via bunch tracking simulation
(Bunch ⇔ HOM interaction)
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Simulation of higher order mode 
Dynamics (SMD)
One HOM per cavity (monopole or dipole)
Gaussian HOM frequency distribution 
R/Q(βbeam) 
Set global Qex (Damping)
f1
R/Q(β1)
Qex
f2
R/Q(β2)
Qex
f3
R/Q(β3)
Qex
fn
R/Q(βn)
Qex
...
Pulse
‣ GOAL: Define upper limits for Qex
➡ Load HOM via bunch tracking simulation
(Bunch ⇔ HOM interaction)
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Simulation Input Data
Linac layout (cavity spacing, Vacc(cavity), ϕs)
Beam noise at injection
HOM data
HOM frequencies
(R/Q)(β) map
10
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Beam Dynamics Simulations
Studied effects
High R/Q, Ib,  as function of Qex
HOM frequency spread
Beam noise 
Bunch to bunch charge scatter
Injection
Resonances 
RF errors
TM010 modes
Alignment (transverse)
Injection position
Cavity alignment
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‣ Details see: Phys. Rev. ST Accel. Beams, 2011, 14, 051001
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The SPL R&D Project
12
www.cern.ch/project-spl
General parameters
Beam power [MW] 4 
Beam current [mA] 20 - 40
Pulse length [ms] ≤ 1.0
Rep. frequency [Hz] 50
Physical length [m] ~500
Cavity parameters βg = 0.65 βg = 1.0
Operation Frequency [MHz] 704.4 704.4
Cells per cavity 5 5
Design gradient @ βg [MV/m] 19 25
R/Q(βg) [linac Ω] 320 560
Cavities installed (5 GeV) ~54 ~192
 β = 0.65  β = 1.0160 MeV 4/5 GeV
Superconducting Proton Linac
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R/Q(β)max Monopoles 
13
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Longitudinal: SPL example
σf(HOM) = 1.0 MHz
σq = 3%
N = 100
14
￿ = π
￿
￿dE2￿￿dφ2￿ − ￿dEdφ￿2
9
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FIG. 10. (Colour:) 2D phase space histogram at the exit
of 1,000 linacs with RF errors. No HOM is present. The
phase space area is increased significantly compared to Fig. 8.
Settings: uniform distributed RF errors (0.5 ◦ in phase and
0.5% in magnitude), no HOM, N = 1000, see Tab. VI.
A growth !HOM/! with a growth rate !HOM/! − 1 is
then defined as the effective ratio of a HOM disturbed
pulse over an undisturbed pulse. This can be used to
measure directly the influence of an effect like a HOM or
RF errors.
B. RF errors without HOMs
One of the main sources of energy and phase jitter
are the RF power sources as already reported [47]. The
SPL design aims for RMS errors of 0.5 ◦ in phase and
0.5% in amplitude. With these errors and assuming a
uniform distribution 1,000 different linacs are simulated.
The phase space distribution at the exit of the linac is
shown in Figure 10. A significant phase space area in-
crease can be observed as compared to the case, where
no RF errors are present. The distribution of the ef-
fective longitudinal emittance is normalised to the case,
where no RF errors are present. The peak of the result-
ing histogram in Figure 11 is at ∼ 3 times the nominal
effective longitudinal emittance and the average value is
at ∼ 3.8. In the following simulations, this 3.8-fold in-
crease in effective longitudinal emittance is used as the
tolerable limit for HOM induced beam degradation.
The values of the energy and phase error at the end
of the linac are almost one order or magnitude larger as
compared to the values in [2]. This difference can be
explained with a different energy gain per cavity due to
energy error caused transit time factor changes. This
effect was not included in the previous study. To confirm
this explanation, simulations, using the energy gain of
the synchronous particle per cavity for each particle, are
executed and lead to the expected energy and phase error
as stated in [2]. Further simulations with different RF
errors and the influence of HOMs will be shown later in
Entries  1000
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FIG. 11. (Colour:) Histogram of the longitudinal phase space
increase due to RF errors of 1,000 linacs, where no HOM is
present. The phase space area is increased on average almost
by a factor four. Settings: uniform distributed RF errors
(0.5 ◦ in phase and 0.5% in magnitude), no HOM, N = 1000,
see Tab. VI.
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FIG. 12. (Colour:) Average longitudinal phase space increase
and deviation of 100 linacs against the damping Qex for dif-
ferent beam currents. Settings: N = 100, see Tab. VI.
subsection V I.
C. Current and damping sweeps
The first two parameters which are investigated in de-
tail are the beam current 〈Ib〉 and the external damping
Qex. Figure 12 shows a parameter sweep, where 〈Ib〉 is
varied between 40mA and 400mA and Qex between 104
and 108. Each set is simulated for 100 linacs. At nomi-
nal current, no obvious change is visible. At Qex = 107,
!HOM/!− 1 is about 0.2!. Increasing the beam current
by a factor of 10 leads to an increase of !HOM/!− 1 by a
factor 100, but only ∼ 3% in absolute terms. In general
!HOM/! is proportional to 〈Ib〉
2. Around Qex ≈ 4 · 107
a plateau is visible. This can be explained by the fact,
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FIG. 41. (Colour:) Average transverse phase space increase
of the beam against the damping Qex and different beam cur-
rents 〈Ib〉 where one HOM per cavity is present for 100 linacs.
Settings: N = 100, see Tab. IX.
before starting to rise further above Qex = 4 · 107 due
to pulse-to-pulse coupling. Also the spread in the sin-
gle simulation results increases significantly. At nominal
current below Qex = 4 ·107 no effect is visible. In general
the phase space increase goes quadratic with the beam
current.
Based on these results all further studies are carried
out at a Qex = 107 and 〈Ib〉 = 400mA. At this damp-
ing level the pulses are still independent from each other
and the HOM voltage history has not to be taken into
account.
D. Injection beam noise
Injection beam noise is essential to excite dipole modes,
because the beam on axis has no effect. Following the
logic, applied in the longitudinal plane, simulations with
different beam noise patterns are executed to define a
representative sample, which is used in the subsequent
studies.
In a first step, 1,000 different pulses are tracked
through the linac without HOMs. The resulting effec-
tive transverse emittance distribution is shown in Fig-
ure 42. This distribution is now compared with cases
where HOMs are present. The histogram in Figure 43
shows the effect of a dipole mode, where the same 1,000
pulses are tracked through the linac. The effective trans-
verse emittance is increased by 3% and the deviation has
almost doubled.
In a next step, the same pulse is sent through 1,000
linacs where the HOM frequency distribution along the
linac is varied. The result is shown in Figure 44. The
mean value and the deviation are slightly smaller in this
case. Finally the pulse and the linac are varied. Figure 45
shows the resulting distribution, where the mean value is
in between the two cases studied before.
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FIG. 42. (Colour:) Histogram of the effective transverse emit-
tance at the end of the linac, where 1,000 different pulses were
tracked without HOMs. Settings: No HOM, N = 1, 000, see
Tab. IX.
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FIG. 43. (Colour:) Histogram of the effective transverse emit-
tance at the end of the linac where 1,000 different pulses are
simulated. Settings: N = 1, 000, see Tab. IX.
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FIG. 44. (Colour:) Histogram of the effective transverse emit-
tance at the end of the linac for 1,000 linacs where always the
same pulse is tracked. Settings: N = 1, 000, see Tab. IX.
Transversal: SPL example
σf  = 1.0 MHz
σq = 3%
N = 100
15
￿ = π
￿
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HOM frequency spread (SPL)
‣Higher HOM frequency spread decreases growth
16
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Qex = 107
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N = 100
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Longitudinal Transversal
Qex = 107
Ib = 400 mA 
σq = 3%
N = 100
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FIG. 21. (Colour:) Average longitudinal phase space increase
and deviation as function of the Gaussian bunch to bunch
charge scatter. Settings: N = 100, see Tab. VI.
impact, as already shown in the previous subsection. The
observed increase in !HOM/! is proportional to σ2q and
scales with the beam current in the same way.
F. HOM frequency spread
Past studies [7, 8] have shown, that the HOM fre-
quency spread plays an important role in building up
beam instabilities. In the simulation presented here the
same parameters as before are used and only the width of
the Gaussian distributed HOM frequency spread σfHOM
is varied in the range of 104 - 107Hz around the nominal
HOM frequencies. In total 100 linacs are simulated in
each step.
The average and maximum value of !HOM/! is plotted
in Figure 22, where a significant growth is observed when
σfHOM < 100 kHz. A larger HOM frequency spread leads
to less beam perturbation and reaches a constant min-
imum level for σfHOM > 1MHz. If the cavity to cavity
frequency spread is high enough, there is no constructive
interaction of the HOMs in the single cavities, which is
the case for σfHOM > 1MHz.
At nominal beam current, the impact is less than
1! at σfHOM = 10 kHz. The expected HOM frequency
spread in the SPL cavities is assumed to be greater than
1MHz for all modes beside the fundamental passband
and is well above the threshold.
No result for σfHOM = 10MHz is shown in Figure 22,
because the HOM frequency in the medium beta section
would be less than 3σfHOM away from the 5
th machine
line. The HOM in a single cavity falling on this ma-
chine line is resonantly excited and disturbs the beam
significantly illustrated in Figure 23, where the results
of the 100 linacs with σfHOM = 10MHz are shown. In
the last simulation a HOM with high R/Q (43Ω) is only
60 kHz away from the machine line, which disturbs the
beam. Only one bad cavity is needed to blow up the
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FIG. 22. (Colour:) Average (solid, blue) and maximum
(dashed, red) longitudinal phase space increase against the
HOM frequency spread for 100 linacs. Settings: N = 100, see
Tab. VI.
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FIG. 23. (Colour:) Longitudinal phase space increase of 100
linacs, where a machine line is only 2σfHOM away from 〈fHOM〉
and is hit by one cavity in some linacs. Settings: σfHOM =
10MHz, N = 100, see Tab. VI.
beam. Even at nominal current, a growth of 2 % in ! can
be observed.
G. Machine lines
The most dangerous situation is a HOM, which falls
on a machine line (ML). In this case a resonance excita-
tion from bunch to bunch occurs and a significant HOM
voltage can be built up in the cavities. The minimum
distance of a HOM to a machine line is estimated, where
operation with no essential impact by HOMs is possible.
Therefore, two sets of simulations are carried out. First,
the mean HOM frequency 〈fHOM〉 is set on a machine
line and the HOM frequency spread σfHOM is increased.
Secondly 〈fHOM〉 is shifted away from the machine line
with a constant σfHOM . Additionally the effect of strong
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Bunch Charge Scatter (SPL)
‣Bunch charge scatter drives HOM in longitudinal plane
17
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Machine Lines (SPL)
exQ
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‣Use RF-Errors as reference to judge impact of HOM
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Chopping - Longitudinal
Qex = 107
Ib = 40 mA 
σf = 1.0 MHz
σq = 3% 
N = 1
19
New machine lines, created by the pulse substructure
Can resonantly excite HOMs
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Chopping - Longitudinal
Qex = 107
Ib = 40 mA 
σf = 1.0 MHz
σq = 3% 
N = 1
19
New machine lines, created by the pulse substructure
Can resonantly excite HOMs
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Chopping - Longitudinal
Qex = 107
Ib = 40 mA 
σf = 1.0 MHz
σq = 3% 
N = 1
19
New machine lines, created by the pulse substructure
Can resonantly excite HOMs
f [MHz]
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!
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5=10ex=0.04A, QbLong. Emittance growth rate chopped beam - I
Chopping
5/8
50/80
500/800
Qex = 105
Ib = 40 mA 
σf = 1.0 MHz
σq = 3% 
N = 1
➡ Maximum Qex: 105
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Passband modes
16
TABLE VIII. TM010 passband modes - SUPERFISH results.
Cavity βg = 0.65 βg = 1.0
fn R/Q(βg) fn R/Q(βg)
Mode [MHz] [Ω]† [MHz] [Ω]†
TM010, 0 697.4 0.003 692.6 0.001
TM010, 2/5pi 699.3 0.019 695.7 0.012
TM010, 3/5pi 701.7 0.049 699.8 0.002
TM010, 4/5pi 703.7 0.002 703.1 0.015
TM010,pi 704.4 318.773 704.4 561.928
† linac definition
!
0.50 0.55 0.60 0.65 0.70 0.75 0.80
]
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FIG. 32. (Colour:) R/Q(β) map of the TM010 modes in the
β = 0.65 cavity. The dashed line is the R/Q value of the
mode at the geometrical beta, which can differ several orders
of magnitude from the maximum R/Q in the covered velocity
range.
!
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FIG. 33. (Colour:) R/Q(β) map of the TM010 modes in the
β = 1.0 cavity. The dashed line is the R/Q value of the
mode at the geometrical beta, which can differ several orders
of magnitude from the maximum R/Q in the covered velocity
range.
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FIG. 34. (Colour:) Average longitudinal phase space increase
and upper RMS error against the damping Qex caused by the
TM010,4/5pi modes and different currents. Above the RF-limit
(dashed line) lossy runs occur. Settings: TM010,4/5pi mode,
σfn = 10 kHz, N = 100, see Tab. VI.
some simulation runs occur if Qex > 5 · 105. The rate
of runs with losses increases to 47% at Qex = 107. At
〈Ib〉 = 200mA the influence of the TM010, 4/5pi modes
starts to rise above Qex = 105 and no significant effect
occur at 〈Ib〉 = 100mA and lower currents. The strong
influence of the TM010,4/5pi is due to the high R/Q values
at the beginning and end of the medium beta section.
This effect can only be reduced by reducing the energy
range, which is covered by the medium beta cavity.
The TM010, 3/5pi mode in the high beta cavity and the
TM010, 2/5pi mode in the medium beta cavity are close
to a chopping machine line at 699.998MHz created by a
50/80 chopping pattern. A worst case scenario would be,
if the mean mode frequency in both cavities is identical
with the chopping machine line, which is simulated and
shown in Figure 35. For comparison the simulation is
repeated with the mode frequencies obtained form SU-
PERFISH, see Figure 36, and with the nominal pulse
structure, see Figure 37. All simulations are done for 10
linacs.
If the mean mode frequency falls directly on that chop-
ping machine line, the effective longitudinal emittance
increases significantly. At 400mA the beam exceeds
the RF growth limit above Qex = 5 · 104, where also
losses occur and operation would only be possible, if the
mode is strongly damped. At nominal beam current the
beam stays stable, but the effective longitudinal emit-
tance starts to grow above Qex = 104. All simulations
away from the resonance show no significant longitudinal
phase space increase even when using ten times the nomi-
nal current. A distance of a few 100kHz to the chopping
machine line is sufficient to avoid resonance excitation
and a significant longitudinal phase space increase.
In [47] the damping, provided by the fundamental
power coupler, is estimated for the fundamental pass-
band modes. The damping is sufficient for all scenarios
exQ
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‣ Passband modes ca  drive instabilities at high currents or if they get 
resonantly excited
σf = 10.0 kHz
N = 100
TM010,4/5π TM010,3/5π  (chopping)
σf = 10.0 kHz
N = 100
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Injection Position [mm]
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‣Not a concern in the used simulation model
Qex = 107
Ib = 400 mA 
σf = 1.0 MHz
N = 100
Cavity alignment Injection position
Qex = 107
Ib = 400 mA 
σf = 1.0 MHz
N = 100
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Impact of different effects 
SPL case study
22
Effect Longitudinal Transversal
HOM Frequency Spread
Machine Lines 
I·R/Q
Charge Scatter
Chopping
Passband Modes
RF-Errors
Alignment Errors
➘ (>100kHz) ➘ (>1MHz)
➚ ➙
➚ ➚ 
➚ ➙
➚ ➚ (bunch charge)
➚ (Chopping) -
➙ -
- ➙
➡ Maximum Qex between 104 and 107 
dependent on the operation mode (chopping)
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Differences SPL, SNS & ESS
23
Parameter SNS SPL ESS
Beam power [MW]
Output Ekin [GeV]
Beam current [mA]
Pulse length [ms]
Pulse substructure
Cavity freq. [MHz]
Pulse rep. [Hz]
βg
Cells
E0T(βg)
Lenght Ell. Cav Sec. [m]
1,44 ~4 5
1 4-5 2.5
26 20 - 40 50
1 0.4 - 0.8 2.86
yes yes (high freq.) no
805 704,4 704,4
60 50 14
 0.61/0.81 0.65/1.0 0.7/0.9
 6/6 5/5 5/5
10.1/15.8 19.3/25 ~15(?)/~18.1
~160 ~525 ~300
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To be studied in ESS linac
Passband modes, especially TM010,4/5π mode - to be considered in 
choice of geometrical beta
Resonances - only fundamental machines (integer multiples of the 
bunch frequency) lines are a concern
Effect of long pulses (higher HOM voltage can build up)
Power dissipation
Beam noise is to weak to drive instabilities - assuming same 
values as SPL
Problems at the moment
No cavity design of the proposed geometrical beta is available
HOM frequencies and R/Q values have to be estimated 
No dedicated beam dynamics simulations carried out so fare
Analytic studies based on the experience with SPL study... 
24
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Passband modes
25
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High R/Q values at injection could cause instabilites
Lower βg is preferable in medium beta section
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Longitudinal: 
Mode with high R/Q, not resonant
26
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Looking now at the Qex dependency one can divide
the graph into three regions: Qex < 4 · 106, 4 · 106 <
Qex < 6 · 107, and 6 · 107 < Qex. In the second region
around Qex ≈ 4 · 107, a plateau is visible. This can
be explained by the fact that the rise time to reach the
maximum HOM voltage is longer than the beam pulse,
but the decay time is shorter than the period length.
So the voltage decays completely before the next pulse
arrives. In the first region the maximum HOM voltage is
reached during the pulse. If Qex increases further (third
region), the decay time gets longer than a period length
and the HOM voltage can increase from pulse to pulse.
This damping regime should be avoided to prevent long
term instabilities. This characteristic curve of the Qex
dependency shows the same qualitative behaviour as the
square of the voltage calculated with Eq. 8, taking only
the real part and neglecting the oscillations introduced
by the imaginary part.
In all further simulations ten times the nominal beam
current 〈Ib〉 = 400mA is used as safety margin and a
Qex = 107 is assumed.
D. Beam injection noise
The excitation of a HOM far from a resonance de-
pends strongly on the beam noise. In order to verify
that the used injection beam noise pattern is a represen-
tative sample, 1000 simulations are carried out, where all
the machine parameters stay the same, but the injection
beam noise pattern is varied. Then the simulations are
repeated, where additionally the HOM frequency pattern
is varied. There is only a minor difference in these simu-
lation results compared to the result, where a fixed injec-
tion beam noise pattern is used and the HOM frequency
pattern is varied. Hence, the same injection beam noise
pattern will be used in all further simulations.
E. Charge scatter
The number of particles per bunch is not constant over
time and so there is a bunch to bunch charge scatter,
which is assumed to be Gaussian distributed with a sigma
of a few per cent. This scatter has an impact on the HOM
excitation and induces a beam blow up as shown in Fig. 9,
where σq is varied between 0 and 10%. For each charge
scatter sigma 100 different linacs with a σfHOM = 1MHz
are simulated. A change in the used charge scatter pat-
tern has only a minor influence and can be neglected in
the further discussion. The observed increase in "HOM/"
is proportional to σ2q and scales with the beam current
in the same way.
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FIG. 9. (Colour:) Average longitudinal phase space increase
and deviation as function of the Gaussian bunch to bunch
charge s atter. The ph se space ncreases approximately with
≈ σ2q. Settings: N = 100, see Tab. VI.
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FIG. 10. (Colour:) Average (solid, blue) and maximum
(dashed, red) longitudinal phase space increase against the
HOM frequency spread for 100 linacs. Settings: N = 100, see
Tab. VI.
F. HOM frequency spread
Past studies [7, 8] have shown that the HOM frequency
spread plays an important role in building up beam insta-
bilities. In the simulation presented here the parameters
listed in Tab. VI are used, but the width of the Gaussian
distributed HOM frequency spread σfHOM is varied in the
range of 104 - 107Hz around the nominal HOM frequen-
cies. In total 100 linacs are simulated in each step.
The average and maximum value of "HOM/" is plot-
ted in Fig. 10, where a significant growth is observed for
σfHOM < 100 kHz. A larger HOM frequency spread leads
to less beam perturbation and reaches a minimum level
for σfHOM > 1MHz. In this regime, there is no construc-
tive interaction of the HOMs in the single cavities.
At nominal beam current, the impact is less than
1! at σfHOM = 10 kHz. The expected HOM frequency
Qex
‣ ESS linac with old layout and cavities - used in frequency review 
meeting
‣ R/Qmax of test cavity a factor two higher
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Power dissipation
Average Power dissipation:
Analytic formulae for HOM voltage (no noise considered)
Most power is dissipated in load
Dissipated power scales 
linear with R/Q
linear with frequency
quadratic with Ib
27
￿Pex,n￿ = 1
Tp(R/Q)nQex,n
￿ t1+Tp
t1
|Vn(t)|2 dt
Vp,n = ∆Vq,n
M￿
j=0
1− exp (−kjTj/Td + ikjωnTj)
1− exp (−Tj/Td + iωnTj)
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Resonant HOM voltage growth 
RF voltage error about 100kV ➔ (R/Q)⋅Qex ~ 106  in case of resonant 
excitation
28
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Power dissipation spectrum
Power dissipation is only high at a resonance
29
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Power dissipation close to a 
resonance 
Sharp resonance
30
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ESS Test Cavity
Data from G. Devanz
No mode below cut-off close to machine line
R/Q values are moderate - no noise induced instabilities are 
expected
31
mode, only the 4pi/5 mode has significant impedance. 
However this cannot be avoided in this type of cavities. 
 
Figure 2: fundamental passband modes r/Q as a 
function of beta. 
External coupling and end-groups 
The matched Qext at the specified beam current and 
nominal gradient is 7.1 105. The power coupler 
connection is a 100 mm, 50 : coaxial line. The beam 
tube diameter of 130 mm was chosen as a starting point 
for the design of the end-groups. However, taking into 
account the integration of the coupler port and helium 
vessel on the cavity sets constraints on the minimum 
distance between the power coupler and the closest cavity 
iris. This setup requires an antenna penetration which 
exceeds 12 mm in order to achieve the correct Qext. After 
enlarging the beam tube diameter to 140 mm the correct 
coupling is obtained for an antenna penetration of 9 mm 
(fig. 3) for a distance Lc (see fig. 4) between the coupler 
and iris of 30 mm. This calculation was done in the case 
of a flat antenna tip with a 5mm filet.  
 
Figure 3: Qext as a function of antenna penetration. 
 
An improvement of the coupling of the order of 15% is 
obtained by giving the antenna tip a conical shape as 
shown on figure 4, which permits a reduction of the 
penetration by 2 mm. 
 
 
Figure 4: flat and conical antenna tip geometries 
 
One benefit of the beam tube enlargement is a 
reduction of the cutoff frequency for the HOMs. The 
cavity 
MONOPOLE HOMS 
Calculation of high order modes in the cavity has been 
carried out. Focus has been given to the study of the TM 
monopole modes since their excitation is more relevant 
than the excitation of dipole modes for the beam 
dynamics in a proton linac [3,4]. The Superfish 
(monopoles only), COMSOL and HFSS codes have been 
used and it has been checked that their result are 
consistent using the proper meshing quality. 
Only two HOM monopole bands are below cutoff. 
During the cavity shape optimization the first monopolar 
band had to be shifted to prevent the two lowest 
frequency modes to sit close to the harmonic of the 
fundamental frequency (f2 = 1408.8 MHz). The first of 
this mode has been shifted 12 MHz above the f2 
frequency to prevent its excitation. 
 
 
Figure 5: Lowest frequencyTM monopole mode. 
 
In order to assess the damping provided by the normal 
conducting parts of the power coupler and bellows 
located between cavities, these elements have been 
included in the EM simulations. The result for the non 
propagating monopole TM modes is shown in table 3. 
Frequency 
(MHz) 
Max. r/Q 
(Ohm) 
Q 
First monopolar band 
1420.3  8 1.58 105 
1421.9  17 4.30 103 
1431.7  4 3.22 104 
1442.8  29 3.30 104 
1456.0  60 4.41 104 
Second monopolar band (TM02) 
1480.1 5 1.98 104 
1491.5 17 1.33104 
1431.7 4 1.40 104 
1518.2 4 1.87104 
1527.9 0.2 4.57104 
Table 3: Non-propagating TM monopoles 
 
The maximum value of the r/Q given in this table is for 
the beta range of 0.76 to 0.96. The RF window of the 
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Conclusion
Based on the analytic analysis only Resonances are a real concern
Damping has to be very strong Qex ~ 104 to enable operation with a HOM 
directly at HOM
Resonances are very sharp at weak damping - probability to hit a 
resonance is very small. If so the mode can be shifted by cavity detuning
Dedicated HOM couplers are not needed from the beam dynamics point of 
view 
Check, if a lower geometrical beta in the medium beta section 
could be used
Proposed studies:
Analyze final cavity geometry - exclude mode close to resonances
Beam loss studies in the context of HOMs - all simulations showed assume 
a point charge 
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Thank  You!
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Questions?
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HOM Power Simulation 
with Beam Noise (SPL)
34
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Solid lines are analytic values without noise.
Deviation only off 
resonance!
Beam noise:
-σq = 1%
-σφ ≈ 0.4 ps (not const. during 
pulse)
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βg dependency of R/Q 
To keep Bpeak/Eacc small, Riris has to be reduced with 
βg and so also R/Q(βg) decreases.
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R/Q -maps SNS linac
805 facc [MHz] 805
6 cells 6
33 (3) cavities (per module) 48 (4)
βg = 0.61
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R/Q -maps SPL 
704,4 facc [MHz] 704,4
5 cells 5
54 (6) cavities (per module)
*
196 (8)
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βg = 0.65 βg = 1.0
* old CDR2 layout
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TM010,
π 
transition energy 
TM010,4/5π
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 ( . )
Define operation β limit, where  R/Q(β) of other TM010 
mode exceeds R/Q(β) of operation mode.
20 MeV 180 MeV
160 MeV 5000 MeV643 MeV
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SPL Baseline + βg = 0.92
39
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Induced HOM voltage
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}Baseline
}modified
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Induced HOM voltage
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Induced HOM voltage
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RC Cavities: R/Q(β)
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LINAC Layout
42
 β = 0.63  β = 0.75
 β = 0.75  β = 0.84
SC-Spoke
SC-Spoke
NC
NC
50 MeV 225 MeV 500 MeV
50 MeV 380 MeV 660 MeV
0 m 57 m 109 m 345 m
2500 MeV
52 m 237 m
0 m 117 m 176 m 416 m
59 m 240 m
2500 MeV
352 MHz
325 MHz
704 MHz 704 MHz
1300 MHz 1300 MHz
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Frequency Jump
The sync. phase is 
reduced at the 
frequency jump.
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In both cases power 
per cavity is limited to 
0.9 MW 
(≙12MV@75mA).
=> Real estate 
gradient: 
704.4 MHz: 8.5 MV/m
1.3 GHz: 8.1 MV/m  
Frequency Jump
The sync. phase is 
reduced at the 
frequency jump.
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Simulation ParamEter
General Beam Dynamic
44
704.4 MHz 1.3 GHz
Current
NC Frequency
Input Energy
No. Particles
Distribution
e.x. norm. rms
e.y. norm. rms
e.z. norm. rms
50 mA 50 mA
352.2 MHz 325 MHz
50 MeV 50 MeV
50,000 50,000
Gaussian 3xσ Gaussian 3xσ 
 0.2455 pi.mm.mrad
 0.2419 pi.mm.mrad
 0.6464 pi.mm.mrad
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Elliptical Cavities
45
βg
704.4 MHz 1.3 GHz
0.63 0.75 0.74 0.84
Cells
L (Lactive) [m]
Riris [cm]
R/Q(βg) [Ω†]
Gradient [MV/m]
fCutoff  [GHz]
Installed
5 5 9 9
0.99 (0.67) 1.11 (0.79) 1.09 (0.77) 1.19 (0.87)
5.5 6.2 3.5 3.5
238 307 513 715
14 20 15 21
2.09 1.85 3.28 3.28
36 168 40 160
†linac definition
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Monopole  Spectrum
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Monopole  Spectrum
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R/Q -MAP
47
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R/Q -MAP
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Beam Parameter 
HOM Simulations
48
Parameter Mean (704.4 MHz/1.3 GHz) σ
Bunch frequency [MHz]
Pulse length [ms]
Period length [ms]
Beam current [mA]
WInput  [MeV]
Phase [deg]
352.2 / 325 -
~2 (700,000 bunches) -
50 -
50...400 1 %
225 (380) /380 2·10-5  
-30 (-16) / -60 0.3 (0.2)/ 0.4
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100 linacs 
simulated:
- mode with highest 
R/Q (β) present in 
each cavity
- different HOM 
frequency patterns 
along linac
- no HOM voltage 
present at start
- one pulse 
simulated
- same injection 
noise 
- same damping in 
all cavities: 
Qex=108
HOM Voltage along the linac after one 
Pulse
49
σf(HOM) = 1 MHz
σf(HOM) = 2 MHz
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Machine Line
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SNS - Parameters
51
162 CHAPTER 11. SPALLATION NEUTRON SOURCE
11.2 Cavity Monopole Analysis
The cavity monopole modes are analysed using SUPERFISH models of the cavities
[138]. In Figure 11.3 the maximum (R/Q)(β) values in the used energy range are
shown for all found modes up to 3GHz in both cavity families. The (R/Q)(β)
map of the modes, which will be used in the beam dynamics study, are plotted
in Figure 11.4 and listed in Table 11.2, where also reference values from [120] are
included.
f [MHz]
1000 1500 2000 2500 3000
]
Ω
R
/Q
 [
−310
−210
−110
1
10
210
310
Cavity:
=0.61gβ
=0.81gβ
Figure 11.3: Map of the maximum (R/Q)(β) values in the used energy range versus
the mode frequency in the SNS cavities up to 3GHz. The dashed lines indicate the
TM01 cutoff frequencies and the dotted lines the fundamental machine lines. The
maximum values for non TM010 modes are 4Ω in the medium beta cavity and 35Ω
in the high beta cavity. There are some modes close to the 6th and 7th fundamental
machine line.
The results agree well with [120] for all modes below the TM01 cutoff frequency,
which is 2.37GHz in the medium beta cavity and 2.35GHz in the high beta cavity.
Above cutoff the results diverge due to the influence of the beam pipe geometry
and simulation boundary conditions, which is modelled differently. These modes
have very moderate (R/Q) values and can be dumped sufficiently with the steel
bellows in the cavity interconnection. Only the modes very close to the funda-
mental machine lines are of concern. Additionally, measurement data from [133]
is included in the beam dynamics study for these modes.
11.1. SNS LINAC 161
Table 11.1: SNS linac and beam parameters used in this study. Based on [133, 135–
137].
Parameter Unit Value
Beam power [MW] 1.0
Repetition rate [Hz] 60.0
Average pulse current [mA] 26
Peak pulse current [mA] 38
Beam pulse length [ms] 1
Sub-pulse length [µs] 645
Sub-pulse repetition rate [MHz] 1.059
Bunch frequency [MHz] 402.5
Sections βg = 0.61 βg = 0.81
Output energy [MeV] 379 1,000
Number of cavities 33 48
Cavities per cryostat 3 4
Period length [m] 5.839 7.891
Operation phase [deg] −20.5 −19.5
Qex Power Coupler 7.3 · 105 7.0 · 105
Qex HOM Coupler 104 104
Length [m] 64 95
Cavities βg = 0.61 βg = 0.81
Cells 6 6
Frequency [MHz] 805 805
Geometrical beta βg 0.61 0.81
(R/Q)(βg) [Ω] 279 483
E0T (βg) [MV/m] 10.1 15.8
Beam Unit Value Variation
Injection energy [MeV] 185.6 0.07
Injection phase [deg @ 805MHz] -20.5 0.225
Beam current [mA] 0.26-0.4 0.3%
RF Errors
Amplitude 0.5%
Phase [deg @ 805MHz] 0.5
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SNS Simulations
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11.3. SIMULATIONS 165
Table 11.3: HOM simulation parameters
Qex
Set βg = 0.61 βg = 0.81 σq [%] comment
1 108 108 1 fn shifted to chopping machine line
2 108 108 1
3 108 108 0.3
4 104 108 0.3
5 104 104 0.3
6 108 108 1 SPL 5/8 chopping and fn shifted to
chopping machine line
corresponds to demounting the HOM couplers, leads to a longitudinal phase space
increase at high currents. The longitudinal phase space increases slightly more, if
the damping is also reduced in the medium beta section (Set 3). Increasing the
bunch to bunch charge scatter to 1% (Set 2) has a negative impact, too. In the
worst case scenario (Set 1) the mean HOM frequency is shifted to the next chopping
resonance line, which leads on average to longitudinal phase space increase of 2.1%
at 400mA. This is completely insignificant as compared to the effect of RF errors.
For comparison with the SPL also a high frequent chopping pattern and shifted
HOM frequencies to such a resonance is simulated (Set 6). There, an average
longitudinal phase space increase of 2.6% at 26mA is observed, which is already
higher than in the SNS worst case scenario at 400mA. This shows the danger
potential of high frequent chopping patterns resonant HOM excitation.
Additionally, simulations including RF errors at 400mA are executed for Set 1.
1,000 linacs are analysed and it can be seen that the phase space distribution does
not change as compared to Figure 11.5(b), where only RF errors are present.
Figure 11.7 shows the histograms of the HOM voltages present in all medium
and high beta cavities after the second pulse. The peak is around 1 kV in the
high beta cavities and even lower for the medium beta cavities. These voltages
are insignificant as compared to accelerating voltage variations due to RF errors,
which is up to 72 kV, and cannot cause a significant increase in the energy and
phase error.
At nominal current the HOM voltage is about a factor 10 lower and no influ-
ence on the beam is observable. It can be seen that the beam noise is too low,
the (R/Q)(β) too low, the HOM frequency spread too high, and the chopping res-
onance not strong enough to drive beam instabilities in the SNS SRF linac, even
with weak HOM damping. The additional heat load is negligible as well, even at
a beam current of 400mA.
Average Max
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